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ABSTRACT

Context. Solar pores are associated with two significant transitions in magnetohydrodynamics: the magnetic field becomes sufficiently
strong to inhibit convective energy transport, and a critical change causes pores to develop a penumbra and to transform into sunspots.
Aims. The goal is to compare the intricate details of the magnetic and flow fields around two solar pores, where one is part of an active
region and the other is an isolated pore, with a secondary goal of demonstrating the scientific capabilities of the GRIS IFU.
Methods. Two pores were observed with the High-resolution Fast Imager (HiFI) and the GRIS IFU at the 1.5-meter GREGOR solar
telescope on 29 May and 6 June 2019. The GRIS IFU mosaics provide spectropolarimetric data for inversions of the Ca i 1083.9 nm
and Si i 1082.7 nm spectral lines, covering the deep and upper photosphere. The t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
machine learning algorithm is employed to identify different classes of Si i Stokes-V profiles. The Local Correlation Tracking (LCT)
technique derives horizontal proper motions around the pores using speckle-restored G-band time-series.
Results. Both pores contain a thin light bridge, are stable during the observations, and never develop a penumbra. The isolated pore is
three times smaller and significantly darker than the active-region pore, which is not predicted by simulations. The LCT maps show
inflows around both pores, with lower velocities for the isolated pore. Both pores are embedded in the photospheric LOS velocity
pattern of the granulation but filamentary structures are only visible in the chromospheric LOS maps of the active-region pore. The
t-SNE identifies five clusters of Si i Stokes-V profiles, revealing an ‘onion-peel’ magnetic field structure, despite the small size of the
pores. The core with strong vertical magnetic fields is surrounded by concentric layers with lower and more inclined magnetic fields.
The GRIS IFU spectra allowed for the tracking of the temporal evolution of the physical parameters, but the variations for both pores
were nominal.
Conclusions. The active-region pore shows some signatures of increased interaction between plasma motions and magnetic fields,
which can be considered as early signs of penumbra formation. However, similar physical properties prevail for smaller pores. There-
fore, a statistically meaningful sample, covering the size range and different morphologies of pores, is needed to distinguish between
the formation mechanisms of active-region and isolated pores.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic fields occur on the solar surface at different spatial
scales and in many different forms. They range from complex
active regions to single magnetic flux tubes (Steiner et al. 2001;
Schüssler et al. 2003). Solar pores are intermediate features be-
tween small-scale magnetic elements and sunspots. According
to Rucklidge et al. (1995), a certain overlap exists between large
pores and small sunspots. The convective mode responsible for
this overlap sets in suddenly and rapidly when the inclination
to the vertical of the photospheric magnetic field exceeds some
critical value. The consequence of this convective interchange
is the filamentary penumbra, which governs the energy trans-
port across the boundary of the sunspot into the external plasma.
Pores are rarely found in quiet-Sun regions (Verma & Denker
2014), and only about 10% of pores exist in isolation. In gen-
eral, pores do not have a circular shape. Typical aspect ratios of
the semi-major and -minor axes are 3:2. Smaller pores tend to be
more circular, and their boundaries are less corrugated (Verma
& Denker 2014).

The numerical modeling of Tildesley & Weiss (2004) pro-
vides confirmation of the presence of convectively driven fil-
amentary instabilities, which play a role in the formation of
sunspots. This process begins with small pores that accumulate

magnetic flux through magnetic pumping. Theoretical models as
well as observations show that the diameter of a pore increases
with height in the atmosphere (e.g., Simon & Weiss 1970; Zirin
& Wang 1992; Sütterlin et al. 1996; Keppens & Martinez Pillet
1996). Various observations and models give varying values of
the average field inclination in the range of 35◦ – 70◦ (e.g., Süt-
terlin et al. 1996; Keppens & Martinez Pillet 1996).

Apart from the field inclination, the magnetic field strength
is another important parameter for the transition from pore to
sunspot. Analyzing data of the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT,
Tsuneta et al. 2008) of the Japanese Hinode mission, Jurčák
et al. (2018) suggested a fixed value of 1867 G at the umbra –
penumbra boundary, providing a clear distinction between um-
bra and penumbra. Benko et al. (2018) found that this scenario
does not hold for a sunspot with a decaying umbra. In a sunspot,
where the penumbra decays, Verma et al. (2018) found values
lower than 1800 G for the vertical component of the magnetic
field based on observations of the near-infrared Si i 1082.7 nm
line. Lindner et al. (2020) carried out a statistical study to ver-
ify the existence of a constant value for the vertical component
of the magnetic field at the umbra – penumbra boundary using
data obtained with the GREGOR Infrared Spectrograph (GRIS,
Collados et al. 2012). This statistical study confirmed the exis-
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tence of a constant value of about 1790 G, which slightly devi-
ates from the one given by Jurčák et al. (2018). However, this
can be attributed to instrumental differences and the use of a
different spectral line (Fe i 1564.8 nm). More recently, Löptien
et al. (2020) presented a statistical analysis of 23 sunspots ob-
served with Hinode/SOT and concluded that no universal con-
nection exists between the vertical magnetic field and the um-
bra – penumbra boundary in sunspots. They observed that the
strength of the vertical magnetic field at the umbra – penumbra
boundary depends predominantly on the size of the spots.

Keil et al. (1999) provided a qualitative characterization of
velocities in the solar pores using a resolution of 0.5′′ and a
sequence of about 40 min in different spectral lines and white
light images. Sankarasubramanian & Rimmele (2003) presented
Doppler velocities using several spectral lines and magnetic field
properties around the pores using slit scanning in the photo-
spheric Fe i line pair at 630.2 nm. However, slit-reconstructed
maps are not instantaneous so that features evolve while com-
pleting the scan. In addition, image restoration of solar spectra
(van Noort 2017) has not yet been widely adapted. Hirzberger
(2003) calculated the horizontal and Doppler velocities using
imaging spectroscopy of non-magnetic lines. Image sequences
from Hinode have been used, for example, by Vargas Domínguez
et al. (2010) and Verma & Denker (2014) to estimate horizon-
tal proper motions around various pores. Sobotka et al. (2012)
used imaging spectroploarimetric data in the Fe i 617.3 nm line
to study magnetic and flow properties of a pore. Quintero Noda
et al. (2016) used the Hinode slit-scanner to study the photo-
spheric magnetic field around a pore. They removed straylight
using spatial deconvolution but the coarse data cadence ham-
pered computing horizontal proper motions. Finally, Kamlah
et al. (2023) used high-cadence Hα imaging spectroscopy and
photospheric images to study a solar pore just before it devel-
oped a penumbra. Despite different combinations of instruments,
datasets, and spectral lines some innate properties of pores were
found by most studies. However, none of these disparate datasets
were able to provide a comprehensive description of the phe-
nomenology and physics of solar pores. The current study aims
to complement these studies, using newly available data of an in-
tegral field unit (IFU), which rendered high-cadence spectropo-
larimetric data of two pores in environments with different mag-
netic fields and plasma flows. The spectropolarimetric data were
complemented by high-cadence imaging, which provides access
to horizontal proper motions.

Using spectrographs with an IFU is common in observing
the night sky. However, not many solar telescopes are equipped
with such a device. The GRIS IFU (Vega Reyes et al. 2016;
Dominguez-Tagle et al. 2022) at the 1.5-meter GREGOR so-
lar telescope (Schmidt et al. 2012; Kleint et al. 2020) is one of
the most recent examples. GRIS IFU data in the Fe i 1565 nm
spectral range are already used to study quiet-Sun magnetic flux
cancellation (Kaithakkal et al. 2020), the temporal evolution and
characterization of the magnetic field vector related to the quiet-
Sun internetwork (Campbell et al. 2021), and the oscillations
of the magnetic field in pores (Nelson et al. 2021). Anan et al.
(2021) presented the signatures of heating in plage regions using
the He i triplet at 1083.0 nm and the Si i line at 1082.7 nm. How-
ever, so far no observations were presented in the spectral range
of the He i triplet at 1083 nm covering strong magnetic features
such as pores. Point of departure for this study is the finding
by Verma & Denker (2014) that only 10% of all pores exist in
isolation. They are formed by advection of flux by granular and
supergranular motions. All other pores appear in bipolar or more
complex active regions. Based on the working hypothesis that
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Fig. 1. Two pores analyzed in this study as observed in HMI continuum
images (left) and LOS magnetograms (right) on 29 May 2019 (top) and
on 6 June 2019 (bottom), respectively. The LOS magnetograms are dis-
played in the range of ±200 G.

different mechanisms in different environments create these two
types of pores, we will compare and, if possible, identify differ-
ences or similarities to further verify the hypothesis. This work
is further motivated by new science capabilities offered by the
GRIS IFU in the aforementioned spectral range, and the small
size of pores makes them ideal targets for IFU spectropolarime-
try. Observations and data reduction are described in Sect. 2. The
temporal evolution of the magnetic field in the two pores will be
discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 summarizes and evaluates the re-
sults and at the same time emphasizes their importance for future
studies of pores.

2. Observations and data reduction

An overview of the two pores observed on 29 May and 6 June
2019 is provided based on continuum images and line-of-sight
(LOS) magnetograms of the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager
(HMI, Scherrer et al. 2012) on board the Solar Dynamics Obser-
vatory (SDO, Pesnell et al. 2012). The calibrated full-disk HMI
continuum images and magnetograms are cropped to a field-of-
view (FOV) of 100′′ × 100′′ centered on the pores (Fig. 1). This
FOV is sufficiently large to include the surrounding network in
both cases.

The spectropolarimetric data of the pores were obtained us-
ing the GRIS IFU. The FOV Scan System (FOVSS) is used
for scanning across solar features. A single IFU exposure cov-
ers 6′′× 3′′. The detailed description of the IFU operation is
given in Dominguez-Tagle et al. (2022). The wavelength range
around 1083 nm covers the photospheric Si i spectral line at
1082.7 nm, the chromospheric He i triplet at 1083.0 nm, and
the photospheric Ca i spectral line at 1083.9 nm. In this study,
only two photospheric lines are used because the primary objec-
tive is to investigate the photospheric magnetic field of the two
pores. The data on 29 May were taken as a 3 × 3 mosaic cov-
ering the leading pore in the emerging flux region located near
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Fig. 2. Pores observed at 07:53 UT on 29 May (left) and at 07:42 UT on 6 June (right) as seen in the best HiFI speckle-restored G-band images. A
zoom-in with a FOV of 10′′×10′′ on the central pore is displayed in the lower right corners on both days. The images were normalized such that
the mean of the quiet Sun intensity corresponds to unity. Animations showing the evolution of the pores are available online.
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Fig. 3. Average horizontal proper motions based on LCT applied to HiFI G-band images acquired on 29 May (left) and on 6 June (right). The
rainbow-colored arrows represent the direction and magnitude of the velocities. Black contours in the panel mark the pore borders. These contours
are generated using GRIS continuum images. The white plus sign on both panels marks the centers of the pores around which the radial averages
were taken.

disk center at µ = 0.97. The observations started at 07:52 UT
and ended at 08:32 UT, resulting in a time-series of 20 mosaics
covering a period of 40 min. The data on 6 June were taken as

a 2 × 2 mosaic covering an isolated pore at µ = 0.88 in a de-
caying plage region. The observations started at 07:40 UT and
ended at 08:07 UT, resulting in a time-series of 30 mosaics. The
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Fig. 4. Radial averages of normalized intensity (black), horizontal velocity (orange), divergence (red), and vorticity (blue) for pores observed on
29 May (left) and on 6 June (right). The center of the pores is at the origin. The equivalent pore radii (1.81′′for 29 May and 1.06′′for 6 June) are
marked by vertical dashed-lines in both panels.

integration time used for each position in the mosaic was 100 ms
with ten accumulations. The pixel scale is 0.135′′ pixel−1 in the
x-direction and 0.188′′ pixel−1 in the y-direction. The assembled
mosaic on 29 May covers 135 × 48 pixels corresponding to a
FOV of 18.2′′ × 9.0′′. The assembled mosaic on 6 June cov-
ers 90 × 32 pixels corresponding to a FOV of 12.2′′ × 6.0′′. A
spectral sampling of 1.80 pm pixel−1 and 924 observed spectral
points yield a spectral coverage of 1.66 nm on both observing
days.

The two cameras of the High-resolution Fast Imager (HiFI,
Denker et al. 2018) recorded simultaneous high-spatial resolu-
tion images in the Fraunhofer G-band at 430.7 nm and in the
blue continuum at 450.5 nm. The exposure time of 1.8 ms was
the same for both cameras on both days. In general, sets of
2 × 500 frames were acquired with a frame rate of 47 Hz. Af-
ter frame selection, only the best 2 × 100 calibrated frames were
stored for post-processing and image restoration. The sCMOS
imagers have a pixel size of 6.5 µm × 6.5 µm. The images have
2560 × 2160 pixels, and the pixel scale is about 0.025′′ pixel−1,
which leads to a FOV of about 64′′ × 54′′. GREGOR HiFI data
are processed using the sTools software library (Kuckein et al.
2017). The speckle masking method is used for image restora-
tion (Wöger & von der Lühe 2008; Wöger et al. 2008).

The HiFI images on 29 May cover almost the same time pe-
riod as the GRIS observations, i.e., sets of images were recorded
at a cadence of 22 s from 07:53 UT to 08:33 UT. On 6 June,
sets of images were also recorded at a cadence of 22 s, and the
observed time period from 07:40 UT to 08:06 UT matches the
GRIS data. Figure 2 displays the best G-band images on 29 May
and 6 June, respectively. The images are displayed with a FOV
of 60′′ × 50′′. The panels in the lower right corner zoom in on
a region-of-interest (ROI) of 5′′ × 5′′ containing the pores. The
details seen in the HiFI blue continuum and G-band images are
virtually identical. However, the bright points are more promi-
nent in the G-band images. Therefore, only G-band images were
used for further study. On both days the seeing was moderate
with r0 = 8 − 10 cm. Although the HiFI images are restored us-
ing the speckle masking technique, the blurring due to seeing is
evident in the online animations. Some artifacts are present in
multiple frames and occur when the restoration algorithm fails
to correct frames with poor seeing. The GRIS IFU mosaics have
not been restored or enhanced in any way. As a result, the seeing
variations are quite evident and fine details are difficult to follow
in the data. Note that HiFI and GRIS typically, record data si-

multaneously, except on 29 May, when the observer started the
HiFI sequence about one minute later.

The data reduction for the GRIS IFU data is very similar to
the one for GRIS slit observations. The GRIS pipeline runs on-
site, once the daily observations are completed, and produces
Level 1 data, which includes various processing steps such as
dark-frame subtraction, flat-field correction, crosstalk removal,
and calibration of the polarization modulator (Collados 1999). In
addition, the pipeline also assembles the spectral data into a 3D
data cube that encompasses two spatial dimensions and the spec-
tral dimension. The optical shifts introduced by the arrangement
of mini-slits in the IFU are also removed by the pipeline (see
Dominguez-Tagle et al. 2022). Further steps related to wave-
length calibration and correction for the spectrograph profile,
among others, are described in Verma et al. (2016). However,
some artifacts are still present in the mosaic, as shown in Figs. 5
and 6, which could be left over from the stitching of the IFU
scan tiles. In addition, the FOVs covered by GRIS mosaics are
very small. Neither smoothing was applied nor scalable pixels
are used in the display, preserving the original spatial resolu-
tion. Thus, the images and related maps of physical properties
appear pixelated. The inversion of the Si i line at 1082.7 nm and
the Ca i line at 1083.9 nm (geff = 1.5 for both lines) is carried
out with the “Stokes Inversion based on Response functions"
(SIR, Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta 1992) code. The computa-
tion of velocity and magnetic fields is implemented independent
of height, hence the inversions of both lines are carried out sepa-
rately (cf., Verma et al. 2018). For the Si i and Ca i lines, the start-
ing model covers the optical depth range +1.0 ≤ log τ ≤ −5.4
and +1.0 ≤ log τ ≤ −4.4, respectively. The limb-darkening fac-
tor is considered on both days according to Eq. 10 of Pierce &
Slaughter (1977), when estimating magnetic fields. A constant
value of the macro-turbulence of 1 km s−1 and 2 km s−1 was
assumed for the Si i and Ca i lines, respectively. Furthermore,
a fixed stray light contribution of 2% was used for both lines,
which was chosen as the lower limit (cf., Balthasar et al. 2016).
The inversions of both lines on both days yield a temperature
stratification with three nodes T (τ) and the rest of the physical
parameters including the total magnetic strength Btot, the mag-
netic inclination γ, the magnetic azimuth ϕ, and the Doppler ve-
locity vLOS with only one node, i.e., constant with height.

The horizontal proper motions are computed on both days
using time-series of restored G-band images. Local correlation
tracking (LCT, November & Simon 1988; Verma & Denker
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2011, 2014) is employed with a Gaussian sampling window
(FWHM ≈ 1200 km), a time step of ∆t = 22 s for computing
individual flow maps, and a time period of ∆T = 39 min and
28 min on 29 May and on 6 June, respectively, for averaging the
individual flow maps.

To identify different classes for the available Stokes-V pro-
files, t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE, van
der Maaten & Hinton 2008) is used. The mathematical details
about the method were presented by van der Maaten (2009,
2014). The current set-up of t-SNE, i.e., the choice of the pa-
rameters (perplexity = 50, θ = 0.5, and the number of iterations
= 1000) is similar to the one described by Verma et al. (2021),
where t-SNE was used to classify Hα profiles. The Stokes-V
profiles of the Si i line served on both days as input data. In
total 129 600 and 86 400 profiles are used on 29 May and on
6 June, respectively. Furthermore, clusters are recognized in the
two-dimensional t-SNE projections with the Density-Based Spa-
tial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm
(Ester et al. 1996).

3. Results

This section covers the morphological evolution of the pores
on both dates using HMI and HiFI data. Horizontal proper mo-
tions and LOS velocities are discussed. Furthermore, variations
in magnetic field properties in two wavelengths, i.e., Si i and Ca i,
are examined. The t-SNE projection of Si i Stokes-V profiles are
discussed for both dates.

3.1. Morphology in synoptic and high-resolution images

Based on HMI continuum images and magnetograms the long-
term evolution of both pores is retrieved. The pore observed on
29 May originated in a bipolar region. The first sign of the re-
gion was in the magnetogram at 17:00 UT on 28 May, whereas
in the continuum the pore started to show up at 04:50 UT on
29 May. The leading positive polarity-pore as observed with the
GRIS IFU remained visible in continuum images till 08:00 UT
on 30 May but disappeared a day later at 19:00 UT on 31 May
as seen in HMI magnetograms.

In contrast, the second pore belonged to a dispersed plage
region. It appeared at 06:00 UT on 6 June shortly before the
GREGOR observations. The pore was located on one side of a
supergranular cell whose borders were traced in negative polar-
ity. The opposite polarity accompanying the pore was not clearly
seen, however, some indication of small-scale flux emergence
was present.

High-resolution G-band images allowed us to zoom in on
the pores. Even though GRIS scans cover a similar FOV of the
zoom-in HiFI data, the spatial resolution is not sufficient to cap-
ture the minute changes seen in the intensity images. The GRE-
GOR time sequences cover on both days about 40 and 30 min
of evolution. At the start of the HiFI sequence at 07:53 UT on
29 May the pore consisted of two umbral cores separated by a
thin granular light bridge which continued to evolve. The two
cores merged and were joined together with a thin dark core.
The two cores were separated again by one broad granular light
bridge that continued to change throughout the 40 min of obser-
vations. The large core remained till the end whereas the smaller
core disappeared towards the end of the observations. G-band
bright points were seen around the pore.

The pore at 07:40 UT on 6 June started also with two umbral
cores separated by a light bridge, which was about one granule

wide. The large bottom core retained its circular shape through-
out the GREGOR observations. Over a period of 30 min, the
shape and structure of the second core kept on evolving. Dur-
ing the sequence, the two cores appeared to merge, however, this
was short-lived, and both cores separated again. As seen in the
HMI magnetogram this pore was located on one side of a surper-
granular cell, which was also evident in G-band images.

The total area for both pores was computed by creating a
binary mask of the dark cores using an intensity threshold of
I/I0 < 0.75. The average area of the pore on 29 May was
(10.25±0.82) arcsec2. When the two cores of the pore merged,
the area reached up to 11.66 arcsec2. However, the pore on 6 June
has an average area of (3.52±0.38) arcsec2, almost three times
smaller than the pore on 29 May. The maximum area covered by
the 6 June pore was 4.15 arcsec2 also during the sequence when
the two cores of the pore merged. The equivalent pore radii were
1.81′′ and 1.06′′ on 29 May and 6 June, respectively. The radii
were derived from the pore’s area by assuming that the pore has a
circular shape. Nevertheless, on both days changes in the area of
the pores were not significant throughout the 40- and 30-minute
sequences, respectively.

3.2. Velocity pattern

The LCT average velocity maps for both pores are included in
Fig. 3. The rainbow-colored arrows indicate the magnitude and
direction of the horizontal velocity. Inflows are seen around the
pore on 29 May. However, these inflows are concentrated only
on the side where the pore is facing the opposite polarity. The
other half of the pore showed an indication of outflows. A sec-
ond layer of outflows encircled half the pore. Few scattered di-
vergence centers are seen in the vicinity. In contrast, the pore
on 6 June has very low horizontal velocity in the surroundings
which mainly traced G-band bright points in the FOV. However,
inflows were still present at the border of the pore. Furthermore,
a few divergence centers are also present.

For both pores, radial averages for intensity, velocity, diver-
gence, and vorticity were computed over a radial distance of
7.5′′ and are compiled in Fig. 4. The minimum intensity was
lower in the pore observed on 6 June with a value of 0.3. On
29 May, the quiet-Sun intensity of I/I0 = 1.0 was reached at a
radial distance of about 3.1′′. The intensity curve showed a dip
before that, related to the separation of the two cores. For the
6 June pore, the location of I/I0 = 1.0 was at the radial distance
of 1.2′′. An intensity enhancement can be seen immediately af-
ter that suggesting that the pore is encircled by G-band bright
points. For the pore on 29 May, the maximum radial average ve-
locity was 0.44 km s−1, while it was lower (0.34 km s−1) for the
6 June pore. The average divergence was negative in the inner re-
gion of both pores indicating strong inflows. However, the diver-
gence was much lower for the 6 June pore with values reaching
−1.24 × 10−3 s−1.

The LOS velocity for all three spectral lines was computed
using the Fourier phase method (Schmidt et al. 1999) with the
average velocity of the quiet Sun used as the frame of refer-
ence. For the He i triplet only the red component was fitted. The
maps are computed for all 20 and 30 mosaic scans taken on
29 May and 6 June, respectively. As an example, the maps in
Figs. 5 and 6 refer to 08:02 UT on 29 May and to 07:58 UT
on 6 June, respectively. The Ca i and Si i maps are scaled be-
tween ±3 km s−1, whereas the He i maps are displayed between
±20 km s−1. Along with the LOS velocity maps, line-core inten-
sity maps are also compiled in the above-mentioned figures.
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Fig. 5. LOS Doppler velocities (top) and line-core intensity (bottom) derived from the GRIS IFU mosaic at the Ca i, Si i, and He i lines (left to
right) starting at 08:02 UT on 29 May. The major tick-marks represent 2′′ on both the x- and y-axis covering a FOV of 18′′× 9′′ for each map.
The color bar on the top-right shows the velocity range of ±3 km s−1 for the Ca i and Si i lines and of ±20 km s−1 for the He i lines. The color
bar on the bottom-right shows the line-core intensity in the range of (0.80 – 1.04), (0.36 – 0.56), and (0.60 – 1.04) for the Ca i, Si i, and He i lines,
respectively. The black and white contours outline the pore. The contours shown here and in all subsequent figures are extracted from the GRIS
continuum mosaic at 08:02 UT on 29 May. The artifacts seen in the maps are discussed in Sect. 2. An animation showing the evolution of the pore
is available online.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. LOS Doppler velocities (top) and line-core intensity (bottom) derived from the GRIS IFU mosaic at the Ca i, Si i, and He i lines (left to
right) starting at 07:58 UT on 6 June. The major tick-marks represent 2′′ on both the x- and y-axis covering a FOV of 12′′× 6′′ for each map.
The color bar on the top-right shows the velocity range of ±3 km s−1 for the Ca i and Si i lines and of ±20 km s−1 for the He i lines. The color bar
on the bottom-right shows the line-core intensity in the range of (0.80 − 1.04), (0.36 − 0.56), and (0.60 − 1.04) for the Ca i, Si i, and He i lines,
respectively. The black and white contours shown here and in all subsequent figures are extracted from the GRIS continuum mosaic at 07:58 UT
on 6 June. The artifacts seen in the maps are discussed in Sect. 2. An animation showing the evolution of the pore is available online.

It is difficult to construct a clear picture of the velocity struc-
ture from the GRIS LOS velocity maps. The deep photosphere
on both days depicts clearly the granulation pattern. Further-
more, as one moves to the upper photosphere, the granulation
pattern dissolves somewhat, and very low velocities are traced in
the core of the pore. Vague signatures of the filamentary struc-
ture are present around the pore on 29 May. However, no in-
dications of such features are found for the 6 June pore. The
line-core intensity maps for Ca i and Si i revealed some brighter
regions along and inside the borders of both pores. This suggests
the presence of shallower line profiles caused by strong magnetic
fields. Similarly, faint indications of dark filamentary structures
can also be observed in the He i line-core map for 29 May but
not on 6 June. However, due to poor seeing conditions on both
days, it was challenging to discern the granulation pattern and
filamentary structures as seen by Verma et al. (2016) in these in-
frared lines. The temporal evolution of the velocity pattern and
line-core intensity is thus not clearly resolved.

3.3. Magnetic field properties at two different heights

Two-dimensional maps of physical parameters computed using
two photospheric lines for both pores are compiled in Figs. 7
and 8. The displayed parameters for both pores include nor-
malized intensity (0.7 – 1.05), vertical magnetic field strength
(±1500 G), field azimuth (±180◦), temperature (5500 K –
7000 K), horizontal magnetic field strength (0 G – 1200 G), and
field inclination (0◦ – 180◦). Only the maps at 08:02 UT and
07:58 UT are shown as examples for 29 May and 6 June, re-
spectively. Furthermore, the temporal evolution for both pores is
included in online movies.

The pore on 29 May has a positive vertical field strength as
seen in the Si i line. The pore is surrounded by small patches of
the same polarity. The lower left of the pore showed an exten-
sion towards the opposite polarity which is not obvious in the
intensity images. The pore (I/I0 ≤ 0.9) has a mean value of
Bz = (1040 ± 120) G. The horizontal magnetic field is strongest
along the border of the pore. The inclination is mainly zero in the
pore. The field inclination and azimuth support the field structure
as seen in the horizontal and vertical magnetic field strength.
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Fig. 7. Maps of six physical parameters derived for the Si i line (top two rows) and Ca i line (bottom two rows) using the SIR code for the GRIS
IFU mosaic starting at 08:02 UT on 29 May: normalized intensity I/I0 (0.7 − 1.05), vertical component of magnetic field strength Bz (±1500 G),
magnetic field azimuth ϕ (±180◦), temperature at τ = 0 (5500 K – 7000 K), horizontal component of magnetic field strength Bhor (0 G – 1200 G),
and magnetic field inclination γ (0◦ – 180◦) (top-left to bottom-right). The ranges for all physical parameters are depicted as colored bars on the
right. The polarization signal in the gray region is below the noise level. Please note that Bz, ϕ, and γ are in the local reference frame. The major
tick-marks represent 2′′ on both x- and y-axis covering the FOV of 18′′ × 9′′ for each map. Animations showing the evolution of the pore are
available online for the Si i and Ca i lines.

Table 1. Summary of the various properties of the two pores observed on 29 May and 6 June.

29 May 6 June

Mean photometric area (10.25±0.82) arcsec2 (3.52±0.38) arcsec2

Mean magnetic area (Si i) (26.15±0.49) arcsec2 (15.41±1.05) arcsec2

Mean magnetic area (Ca i) (19.91±0.55) arcsec2 (11.55±0.87) arcsec2

Mean Temperature (Si i) (5820±90) K (5540±150) K
Mean Temperature (Ca i) (6010±120) K (5630±180) K
Mean Bz (Si i) (1040±120) G (−1030±210) G
Mean Bhor (Si i) (380±150) G (400±180) G
Mean Bz (Ca i) (1050±200) G (−1030±360) G
Mean Bhor (Ca i) (540±160) G (640±300) G
Mean LOS velocities (Si i) (−0.06±0.06) km s−1 (0.05±0.09) km s−1

Mean LOS velocities (Ca i) (−0.20±0.49) km s−1 (0.70±0.56) km s−1

Mean LOS velocities (He i) (−0.30±0.55) km s−1 (0.26±1.37) km s−1

Mean Horizontal velocities (0.27±0.15) km s−1 (0.30±0.13) km s−1

Number of t-SNE clusters 5 5

The overall trend appears similar in the Si i and Ca i lines. In
the Ca i line, Bz has a smaller areal extent, and a strong horizon-
tal magnetic field encircled the pore border. Overall the vertical

magnetic field strength appeared similar. However, the horizon-
tal field component in the pore has higher values in the Ca i line
than in the Si i line. Apart from magnetic field properties, the
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Fig. 8. Maps of six physical parameters derived for the Si i line (top two columns) and Ca i line (bottom two columns) using the SIR code for
the GRIS IFU mosaic starting at 07:58 UT on 6 June: normalized intensity I/I0 (0.7 − 1.05), vertical component of magnetic field strength Bz
(±1500 G), magnetic field azimuth ϕ (±180◦), temperature at τ = 0 (5500 K – 7000 K), horizontal component of magnetic field strength Bhor (0 G –
1200 G), and magnetic field inclination γ (0◦ – 180◦) (top-left to bottom-right). The ranges for all physical parameters are depicted as colored bars
on the right. The polarization signal in the gray region is below the noise level. Please note that Bz, ϕ, and γ are in the local reference frame. The
major tick-marks represent 2′′ on both x- and y-axis covering the FOV of 12′′ × 6′′ for each map. Animations showing the evolution of the pore
are available online for the Si i and Ca i lines.

temperature derived for both lines differs, i.e., the mean tem-
perature is higher for the Ca i line. For the pores on 29 May
and 6 June, the magnetic area was computed using thresholds
of 700 G and −700 G, respectively. The mean and standard de-
viation for other physical parameters were computed using the
magnetic area as a mask. Thus, they represent the variation of
the physical properties in this area rather than a formal error
estimate. Errors for inversion of Stokes profiles are difficult to
quantify and no stringent and convincing work on this topic has
been published to our knowledge. Different kinds of noise affect
the individual Stokes profiles and optical aberrations and seeing
will impact the quality of the data (e.g., Lindner et al. 2020).
Furthermore, the setup of the inversions, e.g. height dependence
of parameters, will affect the outcome of the inversions. If only
single spectra are inverted, studying the parameter space would
be advisable. However, when creating maps of physical parame-
ters is the goal, simplicity and robustness are more important for
setting up the inversions. All physical parameters describing the
flow and magnetic field properties for both pores are summarized
in Table 1.

The pore observed on 6 June is smaller than the one observed
on 29 May. This difference is also evident in the magnetic field
maps. In addition, the pore exhibits negative polarity, as indi-
cated by the vertical field strength Bz. The trend observed in
the physical parameters for the pore in both Si i and Ca i lines
is similar to that observed on 29 May. Furthermore, the vertical
and horizontal magnetic field maps reveal the extent of the field
within the pore. On 6 June, strong horizontal magnetic fields are
again observed at the border of the pore, with higher values than
in Ca i.

To visualize the temporal evolution, the variation along a
cutout in the x-direction is displayed for both spectral lines and
for both pores in Figs. 9 to 12, respectively. The cutout is indi-

cated for both pores in Figs. 7 and 8 for 29 May and 6 June, re-
spectively. The cutout passes through the darkest part (intensity)
of the umbral core for both pores. The six displayed physical
parameters are normalized intensity, temperature, total magnetic
field strength, inclination, horizontal magnetic field component,
and vertical magnetic field strength. The parameters are pre-
sented for all 20 and 30 mosaic scans on 29 May and 6 June, re-
spectively, enabling a comprehensive understanding of the tem-
poral variation of these parameters. Since the FOV of the GRIS
scans is different on both days, the cutouts cover 18.2′′ and 12.2′′
on 29 May and 6 June, respectively.

The cutout through the normalized intensity on 29 May
shows the photometric size of the pore, which is also traced in
temperature. The variation of the total magnetic field appears to
have the shape of a Gaussian and depicts the magnetic size of
the pore. The inclination inside the pore was very low as ex-
pected but increases steadily when moving toward the border of
the pore. The inclination values became very noisy in the sur-
rounding quiet Sun, because the SIR inversions employ a mask
to exclude quiet-Sun values. The horizontal component of the
magnetic field has extended reach. It appears to have two max-
ima. However, this can result from the difficulty in estimating the
horizontal component accurately in the center of the pore. The
variation of the vertical component of the magnetic field appears
similar to the total magnetic field. However, its FWHM is nar-
rower than the total magnetic field. These trends are very similar
for the Ca i line. Differences are in the magnetic field values and
temperature. In addition, the quiet-Sun values are noisier. Fur-
thermore, the extent of the magnetic field is narrower in the to-
tal, horizontal, and vertical components. The temporal evolution
that is traced in the 20 mosaic scans is represented in the form
of rainbow-colored curves where time is progressing from blue
to red. No significant changes are observed for all the param-
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Fig. 9. Physical parameters estimated in the Si i line: intensity, temperature, total magnetic field strength, inclination, horizontal magnetic field,
and vertical magnetic field (top-left to bottom-right) for 20 scans on 29 May along the cutout in x-direction as marked in Fig. 7. The rainbow
colors indicate the 20 scans with increasing order in time from blue to red.
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Fig. 10. Physical parameters estimated in the Ca i line: intensity, temperature, total magnetic field strength, inclination, horizontal magnetic field,
and vertical magnetic field (top-left to bottom-right) for 20 scans on 29 May along the cutout in x-direction as marked in Fig. 7. The rainbow
colors indicate the 20 scans with increasing order in time from blue to red.

eters over the period of GRIS observations. The overall trend
remained the same for all parameters. However, the curves for
the last few scans shown in dark blue to violet color are shifted
to the left and appeared to have a somewhat lower temperature
and higher values in the vertical, horizontal, and total magnetic
field. This could be an indication of the further evolution of the
pore.

For the pore on 6 June, the trend in intensity and temperature
in the Si i and Ca i lines is similar to the pore on 29 May with low
values inside the pore and reaching the intensity and temperature
values of the quiet Sun in the surroundings. The total magnetic
field also peaks at the cutout center and slowly drops down to
lower values around it. The magnetic inclination is mostly above
150◦ inside the pore as expected from a negative-polarity pore. In
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Fig. 11. Physical parameters estimated in the Si i line: intensity, temperature, total magnetic field strength, inclination, horizontal magnetic field,
and vertical magnetic field (top-left to bottom-right) for 20 scans on 6 June along the cutout in x-direction as marked in Fig. 8. The rainbow colors
indicate the 30 scans with increasing order in time from blue to red.
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Fig. 12. Physical parameters estimated in the Ca i line: intensity, temperature, total magnetic field strength, inclination, horizontal magnetic field,
and vertical magnetic field (top-left to bottom-right) for 30 scans on 6 June along the cutout in x-direction as marked in Fig. 8. The rainbow colors
indicate the 30 scans with increasing order in time from blue to red.

the neighboring pixels around the pore, the values are lower and
noisier. The horizontal component of the magnetic field demon-
strates that one side of the darkest part of the pore has higher hor-
izontal field values than the other side. The vertical component
of the magnetic field is negative for the pore with values reaching
−1200 G in the core and with values slowly approaching quiet-
Sun values outside the pore. The physical parameters in the Ca i

line are very similar to those of the Si i line. The temperature has
somewhat higher values in the quiet Sun. The lower temperature
estimates for the Si i line could be related to difficulties in de-
termining the continuum. This line is on one side close to the
edge of the detector and on the other side, the He i triplet affects
the continuum. Therefore, the inversion code arrives at a lower
temperature estimate because of the incorrectly inferred lower
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continuum intensity. Secondly, the term quiet Sun in this context
merely describes the region surrounding the pores, which may
still be affected by magnetic and flow fields related to the pres-
ence of a pore. Furthermore, the extent of the total magnetic field
is narrower but with higher values. The field inclination has sim-
ilar values as in the Si i line but they are noisier in the neighbor-
ing quiet Sun. The horizontal component of the magnetic field is
somewhat different with higher values and an almost Gaussian
profile but with a steeper gradient on one side. The profile of the
vertical component showed a narrow extent and a slightly higher
value. Moreover, the temporal variations of the physical parame-
ters of 30 mosaic scans depicted in rainbow colors are not signif-
icant. For both lines, a similar trend is observed but towards the
middle of the sequence (light blue curves), the intensity and tem-
perature are lower in the pore, whereas the magnetic field values
are slightly higher. This coincides with the merging of two cores
within the pore.

3.4. Classification of spectral profiles using t-Stochastic
Neighborhood Embedding?

The two-dimensional t-SNE projections for 29 May and 6 June
are compiled in Fig. 13. The Stokes-V profiles for both datasets
have opposite signs. Hence, the projections are created sepa-
rately to discover the clusters for each pore. The purpose of
applying t-SNE was to address the question of whether the
pores, which originate in different magnetic environments, have
a unique distribution of Stokes profiles. Since t-SNE has been
shown in previous studies to be an optimal tool for the spec-
tral classification (e.g., Verma et al. 2021), it was also used here.
Five clusters are recognized on 29 May. Out of these five, four
contained the majority of the profiles, whereas the fifth cluster
is the smallest. In addition, five clusters are also identified on
6 June. Twenty-five random profiles for each cluster are com-
piled for both days in Fig. 14. The clusters (first and third pan-
els) in Fig. 13 are marked with the color used for the profiles
belonging to these clusters shown in Fig. 14.

On 29 May the profiles belonging to the largest cluster (blue,
footprint shaped) are primarily associated with quiet-Sun regions
(mean I/I0 = 1.01 ± 0.02) and exhibit a very low degree of po-
larization. Despite their low polarization, some of these profiles
display partial three-lobed structures. The profiles in the sec-
ond largest cluster show a slightly higher degree of polariza-
tion and originate from the region forming an annular border
between surrounding granulation and magnetic pores. The pro-
files in the third and fourth clusters correspond to features tracing
strong magnetic fields. However, when comparing other parame-
ters, the profiles of the third cluster (green) are mainly associated
with a region having a slightly lower intensity than the quiet Sun
(0.95± 0.06) and weaker magnetic fields of Bz = (530± 380) G,
forming a thin band around the dark core of the pore. The profiles
(red) in the fourth cluster predominantly originate from the dark
core of the pore, exhibiting a low mean intensity (0.92 ± 0.06)
and strong magnetic fields of Bz = (740 ± 340) G. The fifth and
smallest cluster comprises profiles with a small hump in the blue
lobe of the Stokes-V profiles. Although the other profile proper-
ties of this cluster are more similar to the second cluster, these
profiles are mainly located at the border of the region belonging
to the second and third clusters. The magnetic field inclination
drops from 60◦ ± 18◦ to 35◦ ± 16◦ from the first to the fourth
cluster, respectively. In summary, in the two-dimensional spatial
back projection map, the first three clusters envelop the fourth
cluster, akin to layers of an onion peel. The onion peel structure

can be clearly seen in the insert shown in Fig. 13. The displayed
back-projected map corresponds to the scan taken at 08:02 UT.

The 6 June profiles also exhibit distinct appearances and
properties forming five clusters. Similar to the profiles on
29 May, the largest cluster consists of profiles associated with
the quiet-Sun intensity (mean I/I0 = 1.00 ± 0.03) and weak
magnetic fields of Bz = (−130 ± 180) G. Profiles in the sec-
ond largest cluster display a two-lobed structure with moder-
ately strong magnetic fields of Bz = (−380 ± 320) G, transi-
tioning from the mean quiet-Sun intensity to slightly lower in-
tensities (I/I0 = 0.98 ± 0.06). These profiles primarily origi-
nate from the band encircling the dark core, separating it from
the surrounding quiet Sun. The third largest cluster comprises
three-lobed profiles with opposite-polarity features of very weak
magnetic strength, mainly originating from quiet-Sun regions
that face solar disk center. Profiles in the fourth cluster are
well-separated, two-lobed, and primarily belong to the dark core
(I/I0 = 0.88 ± 0.08) of the pore, which is characterized by
very strong magnetic fields of Bz = (−900 ± 180) G. The fifth
and smallest cluster consists of two-lobed profiles with a clear
slanted connection between the two lobes. These profiles origi-
nate at the border of the region belonging to the first and second
clusters. The magnetic field inclination increases from 126◦±20◦
for the first cluster to 133◦±17◦ for the second cluster which fur-
ther goes up to 159◦ ± 10 for the fourth cluster. The third cluster
has a similar inclination as the second cluster. However, the in-
clination is lowest for the fifth cluster with values of 118◦ ± 9◦.
Similar to the pore observed on 29 May, the pore on 6 June also
exhibits an onion peel structure, where regions belonging to the
first and second clusters encircle the region of the fourth cluster
as seen in the sample back projected map at 07:58 UT in Fig. 13.
Note that the color coding and distribution of the clusters are
not identical for both pores. The 6 June profiles trace only two
clusters around the pore, while the 29 May profiles trace three
clusters around the pore.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study presents the evolution of two pores using high-
resolution GREGOR observations which are complemented by
HMI continuum images and magnetograms. The first pore, ob-
served on 29 May, originated in a bipolar region and was visible
until 30 May. The second pore, observed on 6 June, belonged to
a dispersed plage region and appeared shortly before the GRE-
GOR observations. None of the pores developed a penumbra
during their entire lifetime. In HiFI images G-band bright points
were observed around both pores. High-resolution G-band im-
ages revealed minute changes in intensity which were not cap-
tured by GRIS scans. The 29 May pore consisted of two umbral
cores separated by a thin granular light bridge, which evolved
and the cores merged during the observations. The 6 June pore
also had two umbral cores with a connecting dark lane where
the pores also merged but then separated during observations.
The pore on 6 June has an area almost three times smaller than
the 29 May pore. During the 40-minute sequence on 29 May
and the 30-minute sequence on 6 June, the changes in both the
area and other physical parameters of the pores were found to be
insignificant.

Both pores can be categorized as smaller pores as men-
tioned in the statistical study by Verma & Denker (2014), where
75%/66% (single/time-averaged G-band images) of all pores
were smaller than 5 Mm2, which is comparable to an area of just
a few granules. Verma & Denker (2014) concluded that smaller
pores tend to be more circular. However, both observed pores
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Fig. 13. Two-dimensional t-SNE projections based on Stokes-V profiles observed on 29 May (two left panels) and on 6 June (two right panels). The
five clusters identified in the t-SNE projections for both days are color-coded. The vertical magnetic field strength (second and fourth panels) is
used to color the projections providing a visual guide to interpret the t-SNE projections. The back projections highlighting the onion-peel structure
for both pores are shown at the top of the color-coded t-SNE projection.
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Fig. 14. Depicted are 25 randomly selected Stokes-V profiles for the five clusters of spectra in Fig. 13 on 29 May (top panels) and on 6 June
(bottom panels).

were not circular and both had corrugated boundaries. The high-
resolution G-band images also reveal thin hair-like structures
(Scharmer et al. 2002) around both observed pores.

The G-band LCT maps show persistent inflows around both
pores. Inflows based on horizontal plasma velocities were pre-
viously observed (e.g., Kamlah et al. 2023; Sobotka et al. 2012;
Hirzberger 2003; Roudier et al. 2002) and also reported in sim-
ulations (e.g., Cameron et al. 2007). However, the values dif-
fer in all studies. This can be related to different techniques to
measure optical flows and the respective parameter choices for
a given technique. However, the horizontal velocities in close
proximity to both pores are still on the lower side compared
to previous studies. On 6 June, the pore exhibited significantly
lower velocities than the 29 May pore, which can be attributed
to the dispersed magnetic field surrounding the pore, as signi-
fied by the adjacent G-band bright points. Although the G-band
bright points are seen around both pores, their enhanced pres-

ence around the pore on 6 June is traced as an intensity enhance-
ment in the radial intensity average (Fig. 4). The observed in-
flows are related to downflows at the borders of both the pores
as seen in the LOS velocity maps for the Si i and Ca i lines, which
agrees with previous studies (e.g., Chae et al. 2015; Roudier et al.
2002).

The various physical parameters inside these two pores were
retrieved using SIR inversion. Quintero Noda et al. (2016) uti-
lized deconvolution and inversion technique to derive the phys-
ical properties of a pore. Our results align with their findings,
confirming that the temperature inside both pores was lower than
the surrounding area, and the magnetic field strength exceeded
1500 – 1800 G. In addition, the magnetic field strength decreases
with height. On average the field strength values are lower for the
Si i line than for the Ca i line, where the latter originates deeper in
the photosphere, whereas the spatial extent of the magnetic struc-
tures increases for the Si i line. The chromospheric properties
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within and around the pores play a crucial role in the transition
of a pore to a sunspot (e.g., Kamlah et al. 2023; Sobotka et al.
2013). However, this aspect was not extensively investigated as
none of the observed pores developed a penumbra. The LOS ve-
locities and line-core intensity computed for chromospheric He i
triplet do exhibit some filamentary structure for the large pore on
29 May. Conversely, such a pattern is absent in the maps for the
pore observed on 6 June.

The application of t-SNE facilitates identifying unique clus-
ters within the spectral data, as demonstrated in previous studies
(e.g., Verma et al. 2021; Matijevič et al. 2017). Analysis of the
Stokes-V profiles for the 29 May and 6 June observations re-
vealed the presence of five distinct profile classes within each
pore. Upon back-projection, the resulting structure of the mag-
netic field exhibited an onion peel arrangement, with clusters of
increasing magnetic field strengths surrounding one another. No-
tably, certain profiles exhibited a unique shape and originated at
the border of the quiet Sun and a region with high magnetic field
strength. In both pores, a particular cluster (first for 29 May and
third for 6 June) exhibited three-lobed Stokes-V profiles. These
three-lobed profiles suggested the presence of plasma character-
ized by the simultaneous existence of very weak magnetic fields
with opposite polarities, accompanied by flows directed in op-
posite directions (Kiess et al. 2018). However, only the pore on
6 June has a cluster (green colored) with very weak Stokes-V
profiles of opposite sign than the main pore. This could be an in-
dication that despite appearing to be isolated the surrounding of
that pore contained opposite polarity magnetic fields. Remark-
ably, despite differences in size, polarity, and origin environ-
ment, t-SNE yielded a similar classification for both pores.

Most of the observational results such as low intensity and
vertical magnetic fields inside pores are in agreement with the
numerical modeling results (Stein et al. 2011; Cameron et al.
2007). Cameron et al. (2007) found that the smaller pores are
brighter. However, the pore on 6 June, which is smaller, has a
much lower intensity as seen in both imaging and spectropo-
larimetric data. Although the intensity values at different wave-
lengths are of the same order as mentioned in Cameron et al.
(2007). The low intensity could be related to the high filling fac-
tor in the smaller pore (Sobotka et al. 1999). The field inclination
(with respect to the surface normal) in and around both pores re-
duces at their borders. On average the inclination changes by
about 30◦ – 35◦ in the case of both pores from the center to the
edges of the pores. This trend is also in agreement with simula-
tions and past observations (e.g., Cameron et al. 2007; Sütterlin
& Wiehr 1998).

The following list summarizes the results with respect to
the working hypothesis that different mechanisms (e.g., local vs.
global dynamo action) in different environments create isolated
and active-region pores.

– Both pores were separated by a thin granular light bridge
during their evolution, and the borders of the pores were cor-
rugated, indicating initial interactions of the magnetic field
with convective plasma motions. However, these interactions
remained weak, and the pores never developed a penumbra.

– The photometric areas of 3.5 arcsec2 and 10.3 arcsec2 for
the isolated and active-region pores, respectively, are on the
smaller side with respect to the size distribution given in
Verma & Denker (2014). The core intensity of the isolated
pore was lower despite its smaller size.

– Inflows around both pores are present in average horizontal
flow maps. Radial averages of intensity, velocity, divergence,
and vorticity indicate stronger inflows for the active-region
pore.

– Both pores show the surrounding granulation pattern and
low velocities in the photospheric LOS velocity maps. Signs
of filamentary structures are present in the chromospheric
LOS maps of the active-region pore. This raises the question
whether signatures of penumbral fields first become visible
in the photosphere or in the chromosphere.

– The magnetic fields of both pores had comparable mean
values and were fairly stable during the observing period,
with only small variations indicating evolutionary changes.
Both pores have strong vertical internal magnetic fields and
weaker, more inclined fields along their borders.

– The magnetic field properties are similar in the Si i and
Ca i lines. The pores have higher magnetic field values and
smaller magnetic areas in the Ca i line compared to the Si i
line, reflecting the canopy effect for expanding flux tubes.

– The two-dimensional t-SNE projections of the Si i Stokes-V
profiles show five clusters. Their back projection reveals an
onion-peel structure for both pores, where clustered Stokes-
V profiles indicate concentric layers with different magnetic
field properties.

– The outermost layer belongs to the surrounding quiet Sun,
and the innermost layer represents the core of the pores,
which is surrounded by another layer with weaker magnetic
field values than the core but higher values than the quiet
Sun.

– The active-region pore has an additional layer with slightly
lower intensity than the quiet Sun and weaker magnetic fields
than the inner core of the pore, indicating a subtle difference
between the magnetic field structure of the active-region and
isolated pores.

– The power of t-SNE as a diagnostic tool was demonstrated
in this case study. Even in this small dataset, manual/visual
discrimination between different classes of Stokes profiles
becomes impossible. Only larger, more diverse, and statis-
tically meaningful samples will reveal the full potential of
t-SNE.

The transition from a pore to a sunspot, i.e., the formation
of a penumbra, still requires further investigation. The observed
isolated and active-region pores shared many similarities but
the active-region pore already showed some features favoring
penumbra formation. However, case studies are necessarily af-
fected by selection effects, which in this case did not allow us
to validate the working hypothesis. Only the pore size may be
sufficient to explain the observed discrepancies. Nevertheless,
the current results encourage further research by extending the
GRIS IFU observations to large and more complex active-region
pores and to less complex isolated pores (i.e., no granular or faint
light bridges), covering a wider size range including some of the
largest isolated pores. Validation of the working hypothesis may
thus still be possible.

The idea of a fast imager in combination with an IFU is
to capture the evolution of solar features at a high cadence
and instantaneously with high-spatial and high-spectral resolu-
tion, respectively. The high-resolution HiFI images approach the
diffraction limit of the 1.5-meter GREGOR solar telescope, and
the observed images closely resemble those of simulated pores
in the work of Cameron et al. (2007). The GRIS IFU shows
promising results at the GREGOR solar telescope. It demon-
strated its ability to provide near-infrared spectropolarimetry of
rapidly evolving solar magnetic features. The IFU mosaics with
a FOV of 18′′ × 9′′ and 12′′ × 6′′ for both pores were acquired
on average in two and one minute(s) on 29 May and 6 June,
respectively, which is faster than a traditional slit spectropo-
larimeter (Dominguez-Tagle et al. 2022). However, in the case
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of the observed pores, the variation of the physical parameters
due to the temporal evolution was not significant. Furthermore,
the seeing was variable during the IFU mosaics on both days,
which resulted in a lower quality of the data. This together with
the relatively short observing period with the GRIS/IFU dataset
posed some limits on this investigation of pores. Under excellent
seeing conditions, observations of up to two hours are possible.
The same argument applies to observations at the best mountain-
island observing sites. However, to have a comprehensive under-
standing of pore formation and evolution along with precisely
measured physical properties, more and better data are needed.
With the 4-meter Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST,
Rimmele et al. 2020), tracking features in multiple spectral lines
becomes possible with an extraordinary spatial resolution, which
promises to reveal details that are currently only accessible in
numerical simulations (Rempel & Cheung 2014). Moreover, the
first results of the GRIS IFU support the choice of this type of
instrument for three-dimensional spectropolarimetry in the pro-
posed 4-meter European Solar Telescope (EST, Quintero Noda
et al. 2022).
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